Bipolar Disorder and Reptilian Geneticists  Chapter 1
Once Upon A Time, in this universe called Super Universe 3, an ancient
Reptilian evolution of beings, on higher dimensions, broke up into factions. A few
of these groups rebelled against Our Creator God of Love, Light and Truth, and
started creating their own worlds. There were good groups of the Reptilian
species who were healers, and I have witnessed some of them working through
the Psychic Surgeons of the Philippines. Other good Reptilians are working to
correct the machinations of the rebel groups. There are at least three destructive
rebel groups of Reptilians who cause havoc in our Universe; and who have a
plan to genetically take over Earth, and our Milky Way Galaxy. The rebel group
called The Draconans are based on the planet El Draco on a higher dimension.
Another group is called The Hydra Reptilians; and a third more sinister group is
said to be a flesh eating faction. The first two groups seem to be satisfied eating
energies from negative thoughts and emotions of others, and controlling their
lives.
When this Reptilian takeover plan was revealed to The Light Realms; The
higher Light Beings sent many Lightworkers to Planet Earth to stop this dark
plan. A great battle with the Draconan and other Reptilian species; "the Serpent
that old Dragon", has been taking place on higher dimensions, and in other
timelines or realities. It is mirrored in our third dimension Earth. Revelation 12: 7
9 & 20: 2.
The universal rule is that we need to incarnate in a place to interfere or intercede.
Planet Earth, which is in Sol Solar System in our Milky Way Galaxy, is still in the
middle of this cleansing process, and our higher selves are involved. The
Reptilians are powerful warriors, scientists and healers, and they have advanced
geneticists who have altered many species in our universe. All of our earth
bodies have Reptilian brains left over from ancient times. According to The Hall
of Records there have been at least three Reptilian invasions of Earth; one was

in the Adam and Eve time period with the seduction by The Serpent. Genesis 3:
15. Tricks like seduction and hypnosis are tools of the Reptilians; their control
over Earth has been horrendous. Draconan and other Reptilian limitations on
earth life are still in place here; and are very difficult to remove.
The Draconan group once enslaved another evolution of beings that were very
gifted, but not yet in Divine Mind; they were and still are in hivemind, therefore
easily enslaved. These gifted hivebeings can install cycles, like the cycles of
seasons, into the blueprints of planets like Earth, and they actually did. The
advanced hivemembers were invited to make changes in the Earth's Blueprint.
These hivebeings are known as The Changlings from Super Universe 6. There
are good ones and bad ones in this species, like in other species. Changlings
are influencing Earth now, orchestrated by the rebel Reptilians. Many of these
types of species have also incarnated on Earth with either helpful or destructive
intentions. Most of the portals that the higher dimensional, rebel Reptilians come
through are in the Middle East, except for Israel which is Holy Land. It is obvious
that the Reptilian, bloodthirsty, war influences are in The Middle East as well.
When the bad Reptilians became aware of much higher Light Groups coming to
assist the Earth; groups like The Indigo Children, The Blue Babies, and The
Crystal Babies, they more agressively invaded and corrupted the realms where
these enlightened souls would receive their Earth Missions just before
incarnating.
The Reptilians installed destructive limitations, programs, and genetics in these
newly arrived Light Souls to cripple them in their new borrowed Earth bodies, and
stop "The Divine Plan." Their Reptilian scientists and geneticists installed
diseases and disorders into the brains and bodies of these enlightened souls.
This had been done before, but not to this level of Horror. BiPolar/Manic
Depression is one of the most Horrific NeuroTransmitter Brain Diseases
genetically created by these psychopathic Reptilians. This disease activates in

cycles, assisted by the enslaved ChanglingHive species who specialize in cyclic
programs. This disease often causes blackouts, seizures, insanity, suicide and
murder. This is the explanation in The Hall of Records for the Colulmbine
shootings, and the many children who are killing other children in classrooms.
Advanced souls were programmed, as they entered the earth realm, to kill other
advanced souls during their childhood period of life.
My oldest son, Richard Alan left his body and his earth life, by his own hand,
because he had this incurable, progressive brain disease, and found no relief. All
failed him including the newest medications, ECT treatments, counseling &
therapy, and his heart felt prayers. His life was pure torment from puberty until
death. His birth father's lineage had several suicides in the extended family from
this genetic illness. A wonderful doctor, head of the psychiatric department of a
major hospital, treated my son for years, and diagnosed him to have the worst
case he ever seen. This doctor also treated Alan's son and his uncle. Alan is a
very advanced soul, and took on this disease to make a difference. He and the
Ascended Master Realms, and Angelic Realms are assisting me in further
research of this disease; and of the other horrific Reptilian/Changling Limitations
on individuals and groups of Earth, and throughout the universe.
Individuals in the underground lineages that I've studied with, have in the past,
refused to come out in public on this subject, because of the level of
brainwashing and threats the Earth people are under; and have been under since
Lemuria. These individuals I studied with have been attacked by both the human
Light Beings here, and the unseen Dark Beings in other realms, for releasing any
part of this Truth. We know how to remove some of the Reptilian Limitations,
and Changling Programs, including the technologies. We have not yet achieved
the Initiation level to be instruments to repair the physical brain, physical
genetics, and other damage which has already manifested on a cellular level. I
am being shown how to stop this horror from being installed as souls come in,
but have not completed my training on the inner planes; I am still involved in the
higher dimensional cleanup, and can barely stay in body or even breathe.

Our First Line of Defense, or The Front Line Warriors of The Forces of Light are
wounded, dying, and without the backup help needed from Lightworkers here;
just as our physical earth soldiers are lacking much of the assistance and healing
we promised them. My oldest son was one of those spiritual warriors, and he
had to leave. Alan is busy now on what I call "The New Earth" which I see on 5th
and 6th dimension. He is also helping me write this story with the Hope that
some of you will assist in the research to find out how these invasions of Our
Sacred Planet happened; and how the Horrors were created and installed. He & I
have Hope that we will all work together, and do a complete detailed analysis to
be presented to Our Creator for the creating of solutions; Mathew 18: 18,19 & 20.
I put a Memorial to my son, on my website: www.reikigeorgia.com He
accomplished much in his life despite this disease, as any advanced soul would.
We submit this to you with Hope, April & Alan Myrick

